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TD THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS: 
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Attachment to the Formal Complaint 

I. Facts 

1. From 2011 to this day. The customer records, billing records, billing software and billing 

practice at CornEd create errors, confusion and frustration for customers The existing 

problems will always result in overcharging or double-billing customers 

2. CornEd created and assigned different account numbers (8830614016, 9075113100, 

9075113084) and different billing address for me (3121 S Lowe, 2813 S Union IFB and 

2913 S Union IFL); CornEd messed up those above-mentioned account numbers and 

billing addresses in the past one-and-half year starting from August of 2010 

3. In August of 2010, CornEd created and assigned an account number (9075113100) for me 

without any legitimate reason; For the past four years, I have not moved as CornEd 

occasionally argued wantonly, and I have paid monthly electric bills fully in the same way 

via a bank as CornEd knows of; 

4. After February of2011 and ever since, in more than one year, CornEd sent me incorrect, 

misleading, confusing and/or fraudulent overcharged bills. In more than one year, CornEd 

routinely sent me bills which included the dollar amounts I had already paid for. 

5. From October of 2010 and ever since, I call CornEd almost every month pointing out the 

problems of its billing practice. Some times it takes me more than half an hour or even 

longer to reach or talk to a CornEd representative or a supervisor. Several times they made 

corrections, but most of the times, some employees from CornEd would be rude and 

arrogant, by talking nonsense, refusing to do anything, providing obvious and complete 

false statements. 
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6. It is apparent that the sole purpose of all nonsensical and fraudulent arguments and 

statements from CornEd, from October of 2010 to this day, is to waste everyone's time, to 

cover up its mistakes and wrongdoings, and at the same time, to annoy, bully, harass or 

insult a customer. 

7. After I filed an informal complaint at ICC this year, CornEd submit a written response 

which repeated some of its nonsensical and fraudulent statements in writing. In its written 

response, erroneously dated February 21,2010, CornEd argues that the account 

9075113084 had been "closed", but it fails to give any legitimate reason; Actually the 

account 9075113084 has never been closed at all as CornEd contended, because CornEd 

still receives and clears my monthly payment via a bank; 

8. In its above-mentioned written response submitted to the ICC, CornEd claims that it had 

issued a refund check to me. And in more than one year, over the phone, CornEd repeated 

the same wonton and false argument on numerous occasions by contending it issued 

several refund checks to me already. Those statements from CornEd are outrageous and 

they are completely false. 

9. Beyond any dispute, all arguments CornEd provided in its latest written response to ICC 

are fraudulent on the face of the text: CornEd had no way to cancel any non-existing 

refund check and transfer the credit to another account number on 02/22/12, while its 

written response was erroneously dated February 21, 2011. 

10. Beyond any dispute CornEd had never issued a single refund check to me at anytime; On 

March 9, 2012, I wrote to ICC, pointing out CornEd provided fraudulent statements to the 

same State regulatory agency (See enclosed copy ofthe letter). 
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11. In 2011 and 2012, CornEd, knowingly and willingly, sends me incorrect, misleading, and 

fraudulent overcharged bills. The accumulated dollar amount exceeds $476.93 or more, if 

all erroneous billings from CornEd are accounted for and added up. 

12. After frustrating and time-consuming talks with CornEd, after multiple separate reluctant 

corrections made by CornEd in the time span of one-and-half year, even after I 

complained to the ICC, CornEd fails or refuses to solve the problems completely,. And in 

the latest bill CornEd still includes some dollar amount I have already paid for. 

II. Seeking Relief 

Complainant is seeking the following relief, and respectfully prays the Commission 

1. Order CornEd to establish the account number 8830614016 as the only one for billing 

me and the only one on its customer record for me immediately; 

2. Order CornEd to close, cancel and delete account numbers 8830614016 and 

9075113100 from my account immediately; 

3. Order CornEd to use 2913 S Union Ave or 2913 S Union Ave IFL, Chicago IL 60616 

as the only billing address and the address on its record for my account, the addresses 

of3121 S. Lowe, or 2913 S Union IFB should definitely NOT be used, 

4. Order CornEd to submit a up-to-date and clean bill of an accurate dollar amount for 

myaccount, 

5. Order CornEd to submit a written apology for all its nonsensical and deliberate 

fraudulent statements provided in the time period of more than one-and-half year, 

And, Complainant respectfully prays the Commission to issue an injunctive order and grant any 

other relief which deem just and proper. 
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